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EDUCATIOIJAL POLICY IB THE BRITISH COLOHIAL S^IPIKS

by
Arthui* I, lfe.yh.evj

The Colonial Empire with vihich vje are ooncernel here excludes,
of course, India and the Dominions. It excludes also the Egyptian
Sudan, controlled hy the Foreign Office, Worth Borneo, administer
ed by a Chartered Company, and Sarawak, governed by an English
Ra^a. It includes the Crown Colonies, Protectorates and Ifendated
Territories administered by the Secretary of State for the Colonies
who is responsible to the House of Commons. For educational pur
poses we need not distinguish these three classes of Dependencies.
But of these Dependencies I deal only v/ith those that involve our
contact with non-European races, excluding, for instance, Gibraltar,
Malta, Cyprus and St, Helena. The Empire with which we are con
cerned was acquired approximately betv/een 1800 and 1920 - '̂ ho
West Indies, the other Island groups and the Far Eastc'^n Colonies
dating from the earlier part of the period, the Tropico.1 African
Colonies, except Sierra Leone and parts of the Gold Coast, from
the later part.

The difficulty of treatment results from the variety rather
than the size of the Colonial Empire. It covers about 2 million
square miles, 30 times the size of Great Britain and Ireland, but
easily swallowed by the U.S.A. or Canada. Its population of
about 60 millions is not much more than that of the British Isles,
though double that of all the Dominions. But it is for the ed
ucationist what haggis is for the Sctosman - fine confused feed
ing, We have the ancient civilisations of Ceylon and China and
the primitive culture of Tropical Africa - a great variety of
creeds, regions where Islam and Judaism face one another, where
Polynesian cults or Buddhism are in contact v/ith Hinduism.
Sveryvjhere relations between widely different religious cults

• and social structures have to be adjusted. In the small island
of Trinidad live representatives of six of the important races
of the world and of at least seven religions. We have the com- •
pletely detribalised as v/ell as the still tribalised Negro and
Bantu, and the Negro who has lost his language and culture.
Economically we are mainly agricultural but include some highly
urbanised and industrial areas. Politically vje range from the
elaborate system of Self-Government in Ceylon to the simple
methods of the Solomon Islands. In many parts there can be no
question yet of detailed and definite Education policy. We are
constantly remanded, and we need reminders, that effective edu
cation is a communal secretion, its mode of self-expression, its
instrument for ensuring continuity and grov/th. It cannot be i
iosed from without. External agency can assist, or more fre-
nnentlv impede the growth. But the nature of the growth will beJ J^Jnfned largely by internal and incalculable forces and byconditions: Conditions may be altered from without. A
r^tioSlar attitude of mind may be enoouraged from without,particular a reaction to external forces or changed condi-

But a - 0 be foretold. "Unexpected results" would provide
» material fora bright and interesting book.
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No Secretary of State for the Colonies is unaware of this today
or anxious to adopt too definite a policy. He will le content with
a few assumptions and a handful of principles. And he v;ill not he
hurt if these principles after local application are adapted with the
utmost elasticity to local conditions.

What are these assumptions? The schoolmaster, of course, never
has any doubt regarding the nature and correctness of his principles
or the wrongness of the man next door. Unfortunately, the principles
underljring effective education do not relate to technique, but are
concerned with economic, political and fundamentally ethical questions.

• Colonial Education Departments depend ultimately for their charter on
the attitude of the House of Commons and English nation towards life.

But the English nation has not got an attitude, in the sense
that the French nation or the Totalitarian State has an attitude.
It is possible for a dominant race with a definite and clear cut
attitude towards life and explicit religious, political and economic
assumptions to devise an equally definite and clear cut policy for
the education of its subject peoples. But, the English people are
vague in their thought and inarticulate in its expression. They have
been visited by shrewd foreign observers who have commented, often to
the surprise of the English, as to the nature of their assumptions.
The nature of these assumptions is not known to the English electorate.

There is no Statesman's JVhnual which defines the official at
titude to those races. Since the days of Burke there has been much
vague talk of Trusteeship, a metaphorical mode of speech which came
into wider use when the European powers carved up Africa in the
latter half of the 19th century and secured final international
recognition in the post-war Mandate system, "In mandated territories,"
so the legend runs, "inhabited by peoples not yet able to stand by
themselves under the strenuous conditions of the modern world, the
wellbeing and development of such peoples form a sacred tim.st to
civilisation." Our too frequent use of the term "sacred trusb" is
due not to hypocrisy but to our intellectual laziness. Wo c.o not
talk now as we did in 1900 of "the white man's burden." We are well
aware that we are doing what no Trustee can do, using a trust for our
own interests as well as those of our wards. But we have never
thought out as a nation the implications of the term. Lord Lugard
has thought it out and substitutes for Trusteeship the term "Dual
Mandate." Our task is so to develop the lands and races committed
to our charge as to benefit the world as a whole, including, of course,
ourselves, and also the races that inhabit those lands. This formula
would probably commend itself to the English electorate if Colonial
affairs were ever an election issue. And it might be used to explain
the general principles of our Colonial Administration. There are,
of course, occasions when such a Dual I/Iandate seems impracticable.
Either white interests must predominate or native interests. I am not
aware of any formula covering such cases, but it is possible to quote
official pronouncements on problems, usually economic, in specified
areas which indicate that native interests must be paramount. There
is for instance, the report of the Joint Parliamentary Committee 1931
on Kenya affairs. It might be possible also for impartial and probing



critics to emphasise policy or procedure in specified areas which
sussests no such distinct preference for native interests. It woul
certainly not he possible to produce an official or Parliamentary
statement on any local problem or area that, where there is an
evitable conflict of interests, the native must go to the wall.

No doubt the Education Departments would like somewhat clearer
guidance. Are they educating their pupils for a world in which y
are to be first or second? They know, anyhow, that there will be a
determined, though not always effective, effort to
choice and to reconcile interests. The education officer would like
also more precise definition of political aims.. Are we to educ-te
our pupils for self-government? The answer to this will he yes.
But what kind of self-government is our ultimate aim. Is it foJ3e
democratic self-government? Lord Morley said that it was as absu
give democratic government to tropical races as it was to give a tur
coat to a man on the equator. Twenty years later democratic sell-
government v/as given to India. "Have we Dominion status in view
Can we specify areas or races for which such a status seems wor
taking into account now?" "What are the stages through which the
more primitive races must pass?" "Is 'indirect rule in Tropical
Africa a stage in the journey or journey's end?" the replies would
be vague. There would be a reference to Ceylon, launched recently
an interesting experiment in very genuine self-government, or to
certain West Indian Colonies where wholly elected Legislative Co^cils
function in a constitution resembling that of England under the Stuarts
But the general tenor of the reply would probably be "Self-governmen
is, of course, our ultimate aim, Mt it would be useless to look far
ahead." And there is much to be said for such a reply if one rememoers
the Solomon Islands and other such peaceful backwaters, or areas where
anxious care for minorities or racial or religious antagonism disturb
and hamper the political philosopher. But it is not a reply that
helps the practitioner of higher education.

The Secondary Schoolmaster or College Lecturer would like also
to know for what kinds of administration work he is training his
pupils. Are they to occupy posts of the highest responsibility and
gradually to replace white men in these posts as trained and competent
candidates become available? The crudity of this question might Pro
voke and would certainly justify a very cautious reply. The question
er would, however, learn that in Ceylon the majority of posts, includ
ing highly responsible offices,, are filled by local candidates, that
on the West Coast of Africa, as well as in other territories with a^
larger and more distinguished education history, there are natives in
responsible positions, that more particularly in the technical De
partments - Public Works - Agriculture - Medicine - Education - there
is a fair field for qualified local candidates, and that in appoint
ments generally as in educational facilities there is no statutory
colour bar. He would find in some areas a marked absence of local
men in responsible administrative posts, and reasons for such absence
that would deserve attention. Looking back at India he would note
that the theory that good government was no substitute for self
-government was taught by the British in the schools of British India
for a hundred years. After a period of maladjustment and stress,cjolf-government has finally been given to India. But not long after
n a-roup of business men in a Colony with an Indian community quoted
as a well-i^own fact that the Indian is incapable of any administrative
responsibility.
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Clearly the Education Department that awaits guidance from the
English nation expressed through constitutional channels is likely
to he disappointed. Our Education Departments, in fact, do not wait.
They go ahead with the occasional result, we must admit, that they
produce results that it is difficult to adjust to the political or
economic tendencies of local administration. Idealism in the class
room is comparatively easy. In one Colony plans for technical train
ing have overlooked the fact that a white labour union on the Rail
ways is blocking the employment of the native in skilled occupations.
In another, plans for the instruction of the villager in the growing
of cash crops are disturbed by a conviction outside the Education
Department that those particular crops are better left to large scale
industry. A history syllabus may create grave misgivings outside the
Education Department on the grounds that it pays too much attention
to politics and too little to economics. But if an Education Depart
ment gets no very clear guidance regarding the ethical, political and
economic assumptions underlying the administration of his area,
suggestions are or can be placed at its disposal by a body constituted
to consider Colonial education problems and so composed as to be able
to consider the bearing of economic or political conditions on such
problems. That body does in fact advise an educational course with_
reference to Virhat it believes to be the political and economic condi-
•fcions and assumptions of particular areas or the Colonial Empire as
a whole. It is for the Secretary of State when he passes on these
suggestions to the Colonial Government to say how far he thinks they
are compatible with present or contemplated conditions. If he thinks
them quite incompatible he may prefer not to circulate them.

This body of educational advisers tries in all its work to avoid
that aloofness, isolation, to which all educators are prone. It is
not only that schools and schoolmasters are conditioned in their work
by circumstances which they cannot control but must understand. They
have also to remember that it is not only the Education Department ' ..
that educates. Every white man who comes into contact with a primi
tive race is participating, for good or bad, in its education - as
employer of labour, tourist, missionary or Government officer. More
particularly, the Government departments responsible for the social
services and economic development - Public Health - Agriculture -
Public Works - are really Education Departments. Co-ordination of all
these kinds of education is now a cardinal feature of our policy -
and with a view to promoting such co-ordination this Advisory Commit
tee has now established close touch with the central Medical and
Agricultural Committees, As a first result the co-ordinated plans
for rural v/elfare work, in which the school is only one factor, are
emerging.

What power has this Committee, through the Secretary of State
whom it advises, to Influence education policy? Before this question
is answered, and to explain what may seem a disappointing answer, the
history of our Coloniql education work must be considered. It is a
very English story. In practically all our dependencies the Govern
ment first ignored education, being concerned with the maintenance of
law and order, defence from external attack, and economic development.
Often they were merely walking in the footsteps of the Chartered



CompaniGS whom they followed. Education they left to the Christian
missions to whom they gave usually a free hand. And they did not
interfere with local and indigenous methods of education. Thus we
see that from the start a fundamental feature of our Colonial policy
established itself, free scope for private enterprise, a suspicion
or mistrust of rigid official control, arising no doubt from the ab
sence of clear educational ideas on the G-overnment's part, as well as
from a lack of belief in education, and a feeling that more _important
mutters demanded all their time and energy. In course of time gusts
of public opinion at home, combined v/ith demands from the missions
for^f inancial help, and disputes betv;een missions led to the ^estab
lishment of Education Departments. In Fiji, v/hich became British,
there was no Education Department in the strict sense of the term till
the present century had begun. There, as in several African dependen
cies", a fully developed and effective department came into existence
onl;/ after the war. Right up to the time of the war there was no
general consideration by the Colonial Office of Colonial Education
problems. Locally in some areas there was considerable official
activity - and in some dependencies enquiries and reports by Commis
sions, members of which were sometimes appointed by the Secretary of
State. Little, if any, attention v/as paid by the Colonial Office to
these reports. There was not, and is not now any Education Department
in the Colonial Office, Departments are organised on a territorial
basis.

Only after the v/ar, and then in Africa alone for a time, was
home interest in Colonial education fully aroused. The mandation of
territories to the victorious powers quickened the sense of responsi
bility for all primitive races. If v;e were Trustees we must be up
and doing. Simultaneously the recently instituted International
Missionary Council, with its headquarters in London, v/as greatly
influenced by a leader with educational insight and enthusiasm.
And as gadflies on our flanks we had Dr, Jesse Jones and the Phelps
Stokes Fxmd. The two reports of the expert and inter-racial Commis
sions sent by the trustees of that Fund 19E1-1925 to investigate
education in ViTestern and Eastern Africa convinced the Secretary of
State of the need for overhauling our educational work v/ith the help
of an expert Committee. The Missionary Council, the veteran adminis
trator Lord Lugard and Jlr. Ormsby G-ore, at that time Under Secretary'-
of State, fanned the flam-e, and the Advisory Committee on Education
in Tropical Africa came into existence in 1924. On this Committee-
educational experts with home experience came into touch v/ith repre
sentatives of Colonial educational and also Colonial administrative
and economic experience and with Mission representatives. Representa
tives of the Colonial Office were added to keep the Committee in
touch with "realities." The Under Secretary of State is ex officio
Chairman, Realising that other departments, especially Agriculture
and Public Health, were responsible for various phases of education,
the Committee confers with the Advisory Committees on agriculture and
on health, in order to stimulate similar co-ordination in the depen
dencies.



Two results were likely to follow from this history. As the
Advisory Committee oame into heing only when, after a long spell of
go as you please procedure, each Colony had developed a local flavour,
some suspicion of outside influence, and a feeling that what v/as good
for some other Colony was ipso facto useless for itself. Secondly,
as the Central Committee originated from anxiety ahout African educa-
tion^ and in fact confined its attention to African affairs up. to
19S9, when it was enlarged and reconstituted as the Advisory Committee
on Education in the Colonies, other dependencies which were "brought
within its range in tliat year were inclined to question, at one time,
the soundness of its judgment on non-African questions, more parti
cularly, of course, our eastern dependencies, in contact with ancient
and honourable cultures so different from that of primitive tribes in
Africa, Iforeover, these dependencies had been managing their own
educational affairs for a considerable period of time.

But although at the outset the attitude of the non-African
dependencies may not have been so sympathetic or receptive as that of
the African dependencies, this distinction has tended to disappear.
The Committee has not obtruded its advice, and it has studied local
conditions as far as possible. It has also conferred v/ith Directors
of Education home on leave. It has often been found that conclusions
reached by the Committee are the same as conclusions reached as the
result of local experience and experiment.

The advice tendered to the Secretary of State is passed on to the
Colonies for consideration with due reference to local conditions.
In those dependencies where there is a large rreasure of self-govern
ment, and where the legislative council consists mainly or entirely
of elected members, the advice may be, and sometimes is -disregarded.
In the more autocratically governed dependencies the advice is usually
interpreted in the nature of instructions. But even in such areas the
G-overnor's personal attitude counts for much. It is possible for him
so to interpret local conditions as making the tended advice impossible
The Governors, when they are home on leave, confer Y/ith the Education
Committee and mutual understanding is thereby increased.

Here is a summary of the main principles emphasised by the Educa
tion Committee in their general memoranda'and in memoranda referring
to particular areas or problems. To some extent they represent con
clusions reached independently by local education departments. To
some extent they have been influenced by American ideas. I start with
those principles which I regard as distinctively English.

First, the Committee sees the need for some moral safeguard
against disintegration and against excess in individualism. It be
lieves that such ethical teaching can most surely be based on re
ligious foundations. In its 19B5 memorandum on education in Tropical
Africa the Committee says, "Such contact with civilisation, and even
education itself, must necessarily tend to weaken tribal authority,
and the sanctions of existing beliefs, and in viev/ of the all-prevail
ing belic3f in the supernatural which affects the whole life of the
African, it is essential that what is good in the old beliefs and
sanctions should be strengthened, and vjhat is defective should be
replaced. The greatest importance .must therefore be attached to



religious teaching and moral instruction. Both in schools and train
ing colleges they should he accorded an equal standing with secular
subjects." Long before this pronouncement v;as made for Africa,' the
Governments of African and other dependencies had welcomed the co
operation of the Christian Churches and missions, foreign as well as
En^srlish, which have preceded them in the educational field and had
financially aided their education v/oric. But such co-operation had
been welcomed mainly on financial grounds. Mission schools cost the
government less than government schools. Now for the first time the
educational value of religious instruction was emphasised, and an in
tegral place in the curriculum was assu2,'ed for it. Wo attempt was
made by the committee to evaluate the different religions* A welcome
waS assured to all religions whose rites and doctrines were consistent
with ethical growths. In practice more encouragement has been given
to Christian missions in "pagan" areas, where primitive religions^
are found, than in areas vi/here ancient and highly developed religions
are xirmlj?" established. It may be added that missionaries have moved
with the times and have been studying anthropology and comparative
religions, as a result of v/hich efforts are being made by those work
ing among primitive tribes to build on tribal foundations, incorporat
ing in Christian ritual what is potentially valuable in the primitive.

Secondly, I must emphasize the importance that is attached to
private education enterprise and non-official agencies; this is a
fundlamental feature of English policy at all times and in all places.
V/e have seen already the important role assigned to private agency in
the sphere of religious education and we have touched on the financial
benefit of such cooperation. There is a third advantage, recently
much stressed by the Committee. Private enterprise means, in a wise
administration, a varietjr of aims and methods, a departure from of
ficial standardisation and rigid uniformity which the English detest.
The Education Department cannot divest itself of responsibility for
the ultimate control of education and future provision of facilities.
It must see that a certain standard is reached and maintained and that
no harm, physical or moral, comes to the pupil. Subject to these
conditions, it should encourage experiment and allow freedom of
curriculum. It should tender advice and welcome advice. Meticulous
inspection and control of details is to be avoided. There are areas
where ninety per cent of the educational facilities are provided by
the Christian missions.

We will now take the relations between indigenous cultures and^
civilisations and what we may call generally western life and civili
zation. Recognising the existence of some isolated areas, the
committee's views are based on a conception of the inevitability of
this contact in a lapidly contracting world. The committee's wish
is to soften the violence of the impact and, by helping the primitive
or orisntal race to analyse its own culture, to reject what restricts
growth and to intensify what fosters ft by methods and in accordance
with principles found useful in the west. It aims at evolution not
revolution, sjmthesis not substitution. It is soraewh^it shy of the
slogan, "We want a good African or Malay or Fijian, not a bad
European," realizing tliat it is for the African or the I/ialay to decide
for himself as he advances educationally to what extent he will drop
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Indigenous traits and develop external ones. We cannot determine his
future. All we can do is to prevent him from heing sv/ept away un
awares hy a sudden influx of new ideas or new modes of life, hefore
he has "been trained to understand his own mode of life, or to achieve
to what is offered from without. We can help him to hold the fort
until he is in a position to decide for himself whether it is worth
holding. This position is summarised as follows in the Committee's
memorandum of 19E5. "The adaptation of educational ways and means to
the mentality, aspirations, occupations and traditions of the various
peoples, conserving so far as possible the sound and healthy elements
in the fabric of their own social life, but adopting them where neces
sary to changed circumstances and progressive ideas as an agent of
natural growth and evolution," The Conception of social structure is
dynamic not static. "Adaptation to mentality" is a dangerous phrase
needing careful interpretatioui The mentality to be taken into
account is the mode of thought and feeling prevalent in an area or
Community at a given time, that is when outside influence is brought
to bear, not a mode peculiar to the race, biologically and intrinsi
cally part of its own being. With the biological question of dis
tinctive racial mentality the Committee was not concerned. But its
educational assumption is that all races of men have potentially equal
capacities, and that the educator's business is to study the actual
mentality of the race committed to his charge, adapting his^method
and even the content of his teaching to the stage of mentality which
has been reached by the race without academic discussions of latimate
possibilities, and avoiding premature restrictions of these possibili
ties.

Another fundamental assumption is that a creative response to
outside influence is manifest in all cultural growth. We in the
V/est have very much to offer to the East, to the Pacific and to Africa,
which they are capable of receiving. They have much to offer to us.
Wo try to avoid artificial labels for their cultures, refusing to
believe that the West is wholly material, or the East wholly_
spiritual, the West intrinsically progressive, and the East inert,
the West essentially individualistic, and Africa and the Pacific
essentially communal,

Vi/hat are our views on the relation of the individual to the
community, that question so vital to all who are concerned with tribal
life in Africa, or Indian castes in Ceylon or Fiji, or the Chinese
family in Hong Kong? Though disintegration must at all costs be
avoided, the conditions of growth and development must be secured.
This involves the training of the individual to criticise his
communal life and ideas; criticism of course is based on understanding.
First, study your environment, then try to improve it. The community
exists for the individual, not the individual for the community. The
individual depends upon the community and is conditioned by it. But
a community's growth depends upon the initiative and trained criticism
of its individuals. The problem is to restrain the individual imtil
he is trained, and to preserve the social structure while the individ
ual is learning his responsibilities as well as his rights, his
ability for communal actions as well as his power for self-advancement.
Economically, it is often a question at what stage private ownership
and trade can safely intrude on communal life.
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Progress requires economic as well as moral foundations. The
social service must he financed hy the produce of the country. The
development of natural resources and acquisition of material^wealth
must he taken into account hy the educator. Schools cannot initiate
o"^ develop industry. But they can and must develop vocational •.
aptitude and the right attitude of mind. From the beginning the
training of hand and eye is essential. A lively and intelligen
interest in the industries of the neighbourhood must h6 cultivated.
The committee feels strongly that all specialized training must rest
on a firm foundation of general education. Before a certain
of general education has been reached, that level depending on the
nature of the profession or vocation in view, highly specialized
training for a particular trade or industry must not be allowed to
intrude. The nature and extent of such specialized training will
be determined by the nature and extent of local industrial develop
ment. Over and above the agriculture and trade and technical schools
which are provided to meet specific demands wo have the educational
work of the agricultural and other departments, ^v/hich through their
demonstration farms and itinerant instructors, influence the adult
population. It is for the education department to see that the adult
population is equipped through its schools with an inquisitive,
receptive and intelligent mind. We aim at turning out from our
ordinary schools, not trained mechanics or highly skilful cultivators,
but men who will want to make progress in their vocations, and who
will' be capable of receiving special instruction.

We emphasise the value of a general education not only as a
basis of specialised training; but also because it gives what no
specialised training can give, means for the enjoyment of life as
distinct from means for the earning of a livelihood. Those who
that a child should learn only v/hat is useful are usually those_who
want a perpetual supply of cheap labour. They hope that the child
who learns only to dig or hoe will never want to do anything else.
It is not the business of the schools to feed the labour market. It
is their business to help pupils not only to live but to live well.
Pupils will stay in the villages if village conditions are improved.
The pupil who has been enabled by a liberal education adjusted to
rural conditions, to take an intelligent interest in rural life is
more likely to remain a villager than the countryman who has only been
taught to dig and v/ho migrates to the nearest town to earn urban wages
which will relieve the monotony of his life by enabling him to visit
the cinema and gin shop. We hope that for the enjoyment and advance
ment of life, the arts and crafts v/ill be an integral part of the
school's offering. Ornament usually precedes clothing in fortunate
tropical countries. Mxaic, the drama and the plastic arts shall at
least proceed peri pessu with the more utilitarian arts. In West
Africa and in malaya particularly, effective steps have been taken to
weave these arts into school life and to develop them on indigenous
lines v/ith tactful assistance from ViTestern technique. In the same
areas much is being done for the encouragement of vernacular litera
ture.

Before wo leave this topic of general and vocational training wo
mnv note that in recent years, largely as a result of Dr. Julian
TTnxlev's tour in East Africa, special stress has been laid on the
teaching of elementary science with a biological bias. What we are
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aiming at is a school cnrriculnm offering not so much separate
subjects as separate aspects of community^life. In the life of^the
community health and agriculture play an impor"cant part and their
promotion demands a scientific hasis.

Among the school aims envisaged tne Committee is iihe training
of the community in the administration of its oiwi affairs, ^the in
culcation of true ideas of service and citizensliipo ouch ideas are
perhaps innate in all tribal life, and are to be found more inter-
Vvfoven into the social life of the Hindu, or the Chinese family lite
than into the individualistic life of England and America. The _
problem is the retention of such social ideas in groups brought into
violent contact with the West. In many parts of Africa, and^in
Fijian life, the educator has to talce into account the principle of
Indirect Rule, that is the development of tribal administration on
indigenous lines. There is, however, a constant danger that the
native chief v;ith the power of the British government behind^him,
v/ill abandon the democratic traditions so strong in tribal life, the
palavar with his elders and so on, and that he v;ill resort to auto
cratic methods which afford no scope for progress._ He may resent the
develonmcnt of private trade and appropriate for his own benefit the
skill and tools of those who Mve been trained in our schools. How
to avoid a conflict between this system of Indirect Rule and the ideas
fostered by our education is a real and urgent problem. \|i/hat place
is there in the system for this product of western education? The
solution may be found in the schools for chiefs, or schools organised
on tribal lines such as have been established in Tanganyika Territory.
It is more likely to be found in village v/elfaro training centres
where native chiefs take courses side by side with village teachers
and technical department officers. This has been effective in
Hyasaland and the practice is spreading. Somehov/ or other, "the
Y/isdom of the elders must be associated with the aspirations of the
young."

We come next to the training of the directing classes, not
training for leadership which suggests a school for dictators, but
training for responsible posts in administration, social service,_
commerce and industry, hi^er education, both general and professional.
"The first task," says the Committee, "is to raise the^standard of
the bulk of the people. B^it provision must also be made ^f or the
administration and technical services as v/ell as for positions of
exceptional responsibilities. "And, ag.ain, the door of advancement
through higher education must be kept open for those who by ability
and temperament show themselves fit to profit by such education."^
Hot long ago, the committee, feeling that even in undeveloped Africa,
there was a danger of the need for higher education being ignored,
gave a reminder that the trained ability of a fev/ gifted members
meant as much to a race's welfare as the general standard of ability,
\7hat they emphasised as a goal for Africa, may be regarded as an
accepted, though only partially applied principle elsewhere. The
provision of local facilities for undergraduate studies equivalent in
value to what the student v/ould get in England, and the acceptance
"by the government of such courses, in assessing the claims of
Candida"tes for posts, as equivalent to higher courses. The standard
ization and testing of such courses are to be undertaken by the
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UnivGrslty of London until the University college is fit to ripen^in
to a University. The Coinraittee urged preference for such profession
al courses as the developKient of the area required. The first essen
tial is to ensure those social and economic conditions without which
there is no economic hasis for cultural advancement," Some members
thought that suspicion of "purely academic and cultural subjects" was
over-emphasised. Higher education of a general rather than profes
sional type is certainly needed for the creation of enlightened public
opinion. The Coivnittee' s statement has sUso been criticised as ig
noring the claims of indigenenous culture. Actually, African arts,
crafts and languages are strongly entrenched at Achimota College
and Chinese studies have recently been placed on a proper footing in
the University of Kong ICong, The Committee has emphasised the de
sirability of the educated class keeping in touch v;ith the masses of
their countrymen. It may be that indigenous culture will be the link.
In our African colonies the drift so far has been in the other
direction and it cannot be said that the product of higher education
is in close touch with the various aspects of local and racial life.

As, to the linguistic question, the Committee regards English as
at present the inevitable medium of instruction, except in Palestine,
and as a valuable progressive and unifying subject of instruction.
There have been as yet no signs anyv/here, except in Palestine, of a
desire for hiigher education through the medium of a vernacular tongue.
The Committee urges the importance both of the local vernacular
languages and the local ethnical languages, where there are any, as
subjects of secondary and higher education. Vifhere the vernacular
languages are still in a primitive condition their development should
be encouraged. Actually in tropical Africa, languages not previously
committed to writing have been grouped, standardised, and provided
with phonetic alphabets. Some of these recently investigated lan
guages are now admitted by the University of London as examination
subjects.

In the lower stages of education the Committee urges most
strongly, the need for instruction at the start being given through
the medium of the mother tongue, though it accepts the need for a
departure from this principle under certain local conditions. The
transition to the use of English should be gradual, varying according
to the nature of the subject, racial characteristics, and other local
circumstances. English should not be introduced as a subject of in-
striiction until some progress has been made v/ith the mother tongue.
The stage at v/hich it should be introduced must depend upon the supply
of competent teachers. There is no question anywhere of imposing on
unwilling races the stucly of English, The demand for it is universal.
The Committee opposes any restriction of such study based on political
or economic fears. Properly taught it need have no unsettling effect.
A knowledge of it is required for progress. The supply should be
regulated by the supply of competent teachers.

Of women's education little need be said here. The Committee's
views on the importance of such education are. those
of all civilised peoples. With the difficulties thar it presents we
shall deal when we consider administration problems. There are women
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on the AdYlsory Committee and they have insisted rightly that there
shall le women on all local, advisory hoards.

Snch are the more imnortant principles emphasised hy the Com.-
mittee. They are not universally applied, f^°°|\heir^'
tions sometimes makes them hardly recognisahle. The effect o± theirapplication cannot he foreseen. That it will often he very difxerent
from what is expected is certain.

"Y/ho seeks to please all men each way
And not himself offend - -
He may hegin his work today,
But Cod knows when ("or where") he'll end.

-"v
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